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Mobile Device Management

Overview

If your enterprise, like most today, relies heavily on wireless devices to keep your business 
running, than it’s important that you clearly understand the difference between mobile device 
management and wireless telecommunications expense management (TEM). The truth is not 
how they’re different, but how they work with each other to fully manage and protect your 
deployed devices and your corporate data.

This paper will explore:

• MDM capabilities and limits
• How to determine your MDM requirements
• Enabling operational efficiencies
• Planning for the future

What is MDM?

MDM refers to highly technical software
solutions that secure, monitor, manage, and 
support mobile devices deployed across 
enterprises. Functionality typically enables 
over-the-air, remote:

• Diagnostics
• Configuration
• Monitoring
• Distribution of applications
• Policy enforcement on all types of mobile 
  devices 

Don’t Choose between MDM and TEM,
Take Complete Charge of Wireless with Both

1. Create a Corporate Wireless 
    Policy
2. Automate manual wireless
    support processes
3. Disconnect/suspend
    inactive devices
4. Analyze usage monthly
5. Control texting
6. Preplan for internation use
7. Tether utilizing existing
    smart phones
8. Communicate with users
9. Recycle or sell old devices
10. Renegotiate carrier contracts
11. Select a strong wireless TEM
     partner

11 Cost Saving Best Practices
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Device types secured by MDM solutions include cellular phones, Smartphones (Androids or 
iPhones), tablet computers, and other wireless devices.

MDM solutions can apply to both company-owned and corporate liable, employee-owned, or 
individual-liable devices across the enterprise. It should be noted, though, that MDM is just one 
component of an effective enterprise corporate mobility management program.

The MDM market is quickly developing and there are many MDM providers and solution 
approaches available in the marketplace. The driving force behind MDM is to help organizations 
protect and secure their corporate data and networks from intrusion by mobile devices not 
owned by or under the company’s direct control.

The intent of MDM is to optimize the functionality and security of a mobile communications 
network while minimizing support costs and downtime. Today, leading MDM providers cover all 
major
Smartphone platforms, including Apple’s iOS, Android, Blackberry, and Windows Mobile envi-
ronments,
with two primary types of solutions:

1. Hosted solutions that reside behind the corporate firewall
2. Highly secured, cloud-based solutions

By monitoring, controlling, and protecting data and access for all mobile devices connected to 
the network, MDM solutions can reduce support costs and business risks.

Pressures to Control Corporate Mobility

Maintaining control of corporate mobility today is not easy. Many pressures have increased the 
risks to the organization.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Creating Challenges

Many corporations have defined or are being forced to define new policies to address BYOD. 
The proliferation of Smartphones and mobile tablet devices has created demands by
employees to connect their personal devices to corporate email, networks, and applications.

In some environments, employees are replicating email and server settings on their corporate 
computers. mindWireless consistently works with clients that are unaware of how many 
devices are connected to their networks, or who owns them, both major security concerns. 
You can’t control what you don’t know. 

Mobile Device Management
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Smartphones Outpacing Cellular Devices in the Enterprise

Not only are employees demanding access for their devices, the device types connecting to
corporate networks are multiplying. When mindWireless examines corporate-owned devices 
under management, it has predictably seen traditional cell phones on the decline - replaced 
by Smartphones and tablets. MDM solutions can help gain control of the security risks of 
these more sophisticated devices by monitoring who and what devices are connecting to 
corporate networks, and enforcing policies via software loaded on the devices.

Increased Data Usage Increasing Costs

With the steady rise in use of Smartphones and tablets, data consumption is growing, fast. 
We compared average data consumption on our clients’ Blackberries and iPhones from late 
2009, when Blackberries averaged around 15 Megabytes per device per user per month. At 
the same time, iPhone averaged around 130MB per device. Over the next two years, Black-
berry data usage grew at a moderate pace – not quite doubling to around 25 MB per device 
per month, but iPhone data usage grew to 300MB per month, over 10 times the data usage 
of a Blackberry. As more and more users migrate to these smart devices, consumption will 
continue to rise, increasing the criticality of MDM to secure the enterprise. This increased 
data usage is also causing overall wireless costs to rise as carriers adopt tiered plans.

Who Owns MDM?

One of the largest challenges corporations face today is identifying which internal team is
responsible for overall mobile security strategy. It is not uncommon to see MDM solutions
evaluated by IT security teams who will not be responsible for deploying or managing the 
solution.

MDM and TEM

TEM, or Telecom Expense Management for wireless devices, focuses on a full lifecycle of tools 
and processes to help manage day-to-day wireless activities.

Mobile Device Management
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• Inventory keeps tabs on corporate liable devices and where they belong in the organization
• Device deployment focuses approval routings to get devices into the hands of your
  employees
• Cost optimization reduces costs by optimizing plans and features on each device
• Reporting provides full a picture of wireless costs across your population of devices
• Operations and Support includes account management and help desk support for wireless
  users

A robust software platform enables automation and integration of each of the processes listed 
in a TEM solution.

Mobile Device Management
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First and foremost, MDM adds security to non Blackberries. BES, Blackberry Enterprise Server, 
currently has a proven security. Security for iPhones, Androids and Windows devices is lacking 
or limited.

Through TEM, you gain the ability to enhance the inventory management by including individual 
liable devices. Making sure the individual liable devices connected to your network have an 
MDM solution is critical to protecting your network. Remote configurations and application 
installations can complement the device deployment process. 

Mobile Device Management

Cost optimization can also be enhanced with 
MDM by enabling the organization to monitor 
what is used and when features are not used 
properly or applications are deployed against 
corporate policy. For example, if an individual 
makes an international call, the organization 
can be notified. The wireless team can chose to 
block future international calls or add a bolt on 
plan to help reduce costs. Real time reporting 
and remote help desk management are
additional services that add to the efficiency of 
an overall wireless program.

Assign Ownership of TEM/MDM

mindWireless recommends assembling a team 
that includes all groups involved in supporting 
mobile assets within an organization. This team 
has the responsibility for developing a strategy 
for securing the right MDM solution, performing 
an analysis of the current environment that 
includes a detailed security assessment, and 
setting clear policies and goals for MDM
implementation.

The team should also consider who will be 
trained on the MDM system platform and 
manage its full capabilities day to day. It is not 
uncommon to see powerful MDM solutions 
purchased, but not fully deployed or
under-utilized due to a lack of resources. 

While BYOD seems like an easy
solution, organizations have to 
be thoughtful about how to 
implement.

• Liability is based on who is
  ultimately responsible for the
  monthly service payment of a
  device, NOT who physically   
  pays or who purchased the  
  device.

• Corporations can’t legally gain
  usage information from carriers
  for individual liable devices.

• Monthly management of rate
  plans and features on
  individually liable devices is not
  possible.

• Due to privacy laws,
  organizations must tread lightly
  when putting MDM software on
  individual liable devices. 

About Liability & BYOD
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Before making costly infrastructure decisions, consider the entire MDM lifecycle. Ensure that 
internal communications between IT security, telecom and end user support groups are strong 
and productive.

Enable Operational Efficiencies

Once an MDM solution has been identified, the team must take a broader view of mobility 
management to fully create an efficient internal process. Considerations for the full life cycle 
include a few more steps: 

• Complete mobile inventory across your organization. With BYOD penetrating
  organizations it is critical to know who has a corporate liable device connected to the 
  network and who has an individual liable device connected to the network. An
  employee-centric software portal can assist in collecting and tracking the device information 
  critical to any efficient mobility management program.

• Consistent device deployment policy. Controlling which devices are actually deployed to
  employees helps leverage corporate contracts to reduce cost. Along with managing
  devices, a consistent process can also help provision all MDM software prior to the
  employee receiving the device. Better control of device deployment streamlines overall   
  mobility and ensure that all devices are within policy and acceptable on the corporate 
  network. 

• Help desk to support both corporate and individual liable users. It doesn’t matter which 
  type of device they are using. If the device is within policy - and employees are having 
  trouble receiving email, or need help loading mobile software applications, a dedicated and 
  capable team is needed to support the mobile environment. As BYOD grows, it is critical 
  that corporate deployed software monitor what devices are actually doing on the network – 
  or managing what they are capable of doing. Having a capable support group that can 
  ensure management is critical if organizations adopt BYOD deployment.

• Policy must be created and communicated to all employees. Details regarding corporate 
  liability versus individual liability must be clear and identified, and acknowledged and agreed 
  to by every employee. To simplify the process, we recommend a best practice policy that 
  states: If the company is paying for both the device and monthly service, the device must be 
  corporate liable – purchased through the corporation.  

Mobile Device Management
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Summary

Wireless usage, costs, and management complexity will continue to grow and organizations 
must invest in the necessary systems to help keep mobility management under control. Using 
an online wireless management enrollment tool can help you capture all mobile users on the 
corporate network.

MDM is not the full or total solution. A complete wireless lifecycle management solution 
includes both functions of TEM and MDM. Implementing a solid TEM program implemented 
alongside an MDM program creates a powerful, unified solution for the organization and your 
end users. 

About mindWireless

mindWireless is a highly experienced provider of mobility management that can help your 
company achieve these goals. If any of these useful tips seem beyond your ability to imple-
ment, mindWireless is ready to help. Visit mindWireless.com to request a free demo or give us a 
call at 512.615.7538 and we’ll show you the potential savings available to your organization. Or, 
email us today at bizdev@mindwireless.com and we’ll contact you. 
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